Firing Up in Anticipation
When it comes to nightime routines, we all have our ways to best mark the end to a hectic day. Maybe you enjoy a hot bath or you surf the Internet right up until bedtime. Whatever helps you unplug and wind down, indulging in a cup of tea or milk-or simply drinking a glass of water-is often part of the bedtime ritual. A recent study may be able to explain why. Charles Bourque and colleagues at McGill University closely monitored water intake in mice, confirming prior observations that nocturnal rodents consume more water in the hours before sleep time. Surprisingly, such behavior is not motivated by a physiological need caused by dehydration arising from changes in blood volume or composition or by increased body temperature (Gizowski et al., 2016) .
So why drink if you don't need to? To test whether increased water intake preceding sleep had a physiological benefit, mice were denied water during this surge period. These animals experienced dehydration toward the end of the sleep cycle, suggesting that anticipatory thirst serves a homeostatic function, protecting the animal against overnight dehydration. The authors asked whether, if not motivated by ''need,'' it might be driven by the central clock. By combining optogenetics with electrophysiology, they reveal a functional link between clock neurons within the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) and osmosensory neurons located in a brain region named the organum vasculosum lamina terminalis (OVLT).
How might these connections stimulate thirst before sleep? Late-night release of vasopressin, an anti-diuretic hormone, helps retain water and minimize the impact of water deprivation during sleep (Trudel and Bourque, 2010) . In their new paper, Bourque and co-workers find that OVLT neurons display increased firing during the anticipatory period (the 2 hours before the start of the sleep cycle), which is mediated by excitatory vasopressin neurotransmission in the SCN. Interestingly, light-induced vasopressin release from the terminals of clock neurons onto OVLT neurons is necessary and sufficient to drive the anticipatory surge in water intake (Gizowski et al., 2016) .
But how do you know when your thirst is sated? A companion paper from Zachary Knight and colleagues at the University of California, San Francisco, looks into this question (Zimmerman et al., 2016) . Prior work had shown that a population of specialized neurons, which lay deep in the subfornical organ (SFO), can detect changes in blood volume and osmolarity. Importantly, activation of SFO neurons generates thirst (reviewed in Bourque, 2008) . Now, the Knight lab has recorded the activity of these thirst neurons in behaving animals. As anticipated, they observe that SFO neurons are very active in thirsty mice. What is more surprising is the speed-seconds even-with which these neurons respond to drinking. This is in stark contrast with the prediction that neuronal activity would decrease slowly as the mice drinks and water enters the blood circulation to restore homeostasis-as proposed by the traditional homeostatic model.
We typically enjoy a drink with food, and mice do too. Food intake increases the osmolarity of the blood and therefore intensifies the need for water; however, eating stimulates thirst well before changes in tonicity occur. To investigate how thirst neurons respond to a meal, Knight and colleagues also recorded their activity while mice were feeding. Food consumption rapidly activates SFO neurons in hungry mice -explaining the prevalence of drinking during mealswhereas subsequent water intake promptly inhibits activity of the same neurons.
As the activity of thirst neurons goes up and down very quickly, regulation of thirst cannot be explained solely in light of the homeostatic model. The authors then hypothesized that sensors in the oral cavity might communicate with the thirst neurons directly. Such sensors would recognize when the animal is drinking-indicating that SFO neuronal activity should go down-and also when the animal is eatingboosting neuronal activity to trigger thirst in anticipation of the fluid imbalances arising from food absorption. Indeed, this seems to be the case, as ingestion of a liquid that cannot restore homeostasis, such as hypertonic saline, also rapidly inhibits SFO neurons. As the next step, Knight and colleagues investigate the nature of the mouthsensor. Because cold drinks are typically more thirst quenching, Knight and colleagues ask whether sensing temperature is important for thirst regulation. To test this idea, they offered thirsty mice water at different temperatures while monitoring the activity of the SFO neurons. Regardless of the temperature, mice drank sufficient water to bring SFO activity back to baseline. Remarkably, cold water inhibits these neurons much more quickly than warm water.
Together, these observations point to a mechanism that integrates inputs from the oral cavity during drinking and eating with the level of physiological need. This way, thirst neurons can monitor and calibrate water consumption, clarifying how thirst can be quickly quenched and why we don't over-drink.
By showing that drinking behavior is anticipatory in nature and works to prevent homeostatic imbalances that could be harmful for the organism, the studies from the Bourque and Knight labs change the way that we think about thirst.
So keep having that drink of water before tucking in. And should you be tempted by a nightcap of a harder sort, bear in mind that effects of alcohol on these thirst neurons remain to be explored.
